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Definition of recoil - suddenly spring or flinch back in fear, horror, or disgust, rebound or
spring back through force of impact or elasticity.Recoil definition, to draw back; start or shrink
back, as in alarm, horror, or disgust. See more.These example sentences are selected
automatically from various online news sources to reflect current usage of the word 'recoil.'
Views expressed in the.Recoil is the backward movement of a gun when it is discharged. In
technical terms, the recoil momentum acquired by the gun exactly balances the forward
Recoil: momentum - Momentum - Energy - Perception of recoil.Action Danny Trejo and Tygh
Runyan in Recoil () Keith Jardine in Recoil ( ) Danny Trejo in Recoil () Serinda Swan in
Recoil () Danny.recoil definition: 1. to move back because of fear or disgust (= dislike or
disapproval): 2. to refuse to accept an idea or principle, feeling strong dislike or.17 Jul - 4 min
- Uploaded by GameStop TV Turn any location into an immersive GPS-enabled battlefield.
Feel the explosive rush of FPS.some one that is a beast at every FPS. normally a gamer whit
recoil in a online ID is most likely to have the highest score at the end of a
cowbridgeartsociety.com gamers whit.Turn any location into an immersive GPS-enabled
battlefield. Feel the explosive rush of FPS gaming as you run from point-to-point in the real
world, armed with.RECOIL is a firearms lifestyle magazine covering not only guns but the
lifestyle gun enthusiasts enjoy. Our magazine is gear heavy featuring a plethora of guns,
.(firearms) The energy transmitted back to the shooter from a firearm which has fired. Recoil
is a function of the weight of the weapon, the weight of the projectile, .A recoil is a movement
backwards, usually from some force or impact. The recoil of a gun is a backward movement
caused by momentum. Your trip to the.RECOIL is a viewer of pictures in native formats of
vintage computers: Amiga, Amstrad CPC, Apple II, Atari 8-bit, Atari Portfolio, Atari ST,
Atari TT, Atari Falcon.Get rid of tangled cords forever! Manage all the wires with the new
automatic Recoil Winder. Perfect for earbuds, chargers, USB cables Get Organized!.The
Recoil uses a simple single pivot design to deliver the smooth ride that comes from a bike
that's doing everything it can to maintain traction underneath you.The latest Tweets from
RECOIL (@RECOILWorld). Introducing a new type of competitive gameplay:
#RECOILWorld turns any outdoor space into a.Find Recoil bio, music, credits, awards, &
streaming links on AllMusic - Experimental electronic musical project of former.Recoil Ltd
are experts in coil winding of custom coils, solenoids, transformers, toroidal and orthocyclic
windings and precision wound parts.
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